surface activity reflects primarily action potentials and not local field potentials, which are typically low-pass The flexible electrode design permitted the array to conform to the curvature of the cortex, allowing electrodes filtered below 100 Hz. However, we cannot completely rule out the possibility that subthreshold voltage to move up and down with normal pulsation while maintaining stable contact with the cortical surface. Although changes may also contribute to the recorded signal. we can not rule out the possibility that the electrodes may have penetrated slightly into the cortex, electrodes
Receptive Field Response Properties Assessed by Cortical Surface Recording were placed on the cortical surface with light force that caused, at most, only slight local dimpling. In control Based on our surface recordings, we carried out a complete characterization of neural responses in the primary experiments where an electrode was first placed on the surface and then pushed into the cortex, there was cortex by determining the receptive field position and size, orientation and spatial frequency tuning, and consignificant dimpling as the electrode was advanced before it pierced the pia. In addition, there was an immeditrast response at individual recording sites ( Figures 1C-1H ). Recordings were obtained from an average of ate and noticeable increase in the amplitude of spontaneous and driven activity when the electrode entered 45.6 Ϯ 5.1 electrodes across all experiments (n ϭ 5 animals). The size and location of receptive fields at all the cortex.
Evoked by flashed sine wave gratings, small boxes, electrodes were simultaneously mapped using a standard reverse correlation technique with small white or natural scene images, low amplitude signals were recorded from the cortical surface ( Figure 1B) . The amsquares. Receptive fields ranged in size from 8Њ to 20Њ in diameter located within the central 30Њ of the visual plitude of these signals typically ranged between 15V and 100V, and the waveform showed the typical shape field. The aggregate visual field covered by receptive fields at all electrodes ranged from 35Њ to 50Њ in elevation of action potentials (see Figure 1B , inset). While it was necessary to keep the cortical surface moist, surface by 20Њ to 35Њ in azimuth.
Orientation tuning, spatial frequency tuning, and conThe 2D receptive field mapping technique, utilizing individually flashed square stimuli, was further used to trast response functions were determined at each reassess whether surface electrodes collected signal over cording site using flashed sine wave gratings. Rea wider cortical area than penetrating electrodes. First, sponses to sine wave gratings presented in 90 degrees we determined the retinotopic location of the flashed of phase shift were not statistically different (p Ͼ 0.1, t square that evoked the strongest response at each surtest), suggesting that our recordings were either domiface and radially aligned penetrating electrode. We then nated by responses from complex cells or that simple computed the mean response to flashed squares locell responses pooled to produce the phase indepencated at varying retinotopic distances from the site dence. To quantify the cell responses, an orientation evoking the peak response ( Figure 2B ). If surface elecselectivity index (OSI) was computed for each site actrodes collected signal over a wider cortical area than cording to the measure defined in Weliky (Figure 2A) , with 600 m spacing beThere was a similarly high correlation between orientween units (n ϭ 12 sites). In each unit, the tips of the tation, spatial frequency, and contrast tuning curves two electrodes were shifted by 250 m in depth with recorded with surface and penetrating electrodes at rarespect to each other, allowing one of the electrodes to dially aligned sites (Figure 3 ). For orientation tuning penetrate the cortex while the other one only touched curves, the correlation between the OSI of surface and the surface nearby the point of penetration. The repenetrating multi-unit recordings was r ϭ 0.93 Ϯ 0.09 cordings from the penetrating electrode were analyzed and r ϭ 0.85 Ϯ 0.11 between surface and penetrating by two standard techniques: with voltage threshold dissingle-unit recordings. The correlation between peak crimination for layer 2/3 multi-unit recording data, and orientation tuning of surface and penetrating multi-unit with time-amplitude window discrimination for layer 2/3 recordings was r ϭ 0.96 Ϯ 0.03 and r ϭ 0.96 Ϯ 0.03 single unit recordings. The recordings from the surface between surface and penetrating single-unit recordings. electrode were analyzed with voltage threshold discrimiFor spatial frequency tuning curves, the correlation benation. Because well-isolated single units could not be tween the bandwidth (half height) of surface and peneextracted from all penetrating recording sites, we have trating multi-unit recordings was r ϭ 0.92 Ϯ 0.04 and analyzed data only from double electrode recordings r ϭ 0.89 Ϯ 0.05 between surface and penetrating singlethat yielded well-isolated single units at the penetrating unit recordings. The correlation between peak spatial site (n ϭ 8 sites). Cell activity recorded at the cortical frequency tuning of surface and penetrating multi-unit surface shared highly similar response properties with recordings was r ϭ 0.98 Ϯ 0.04 and r ϭ 0.98 Ϯ 0.04 responses obtained by standard penetrating recordings between surface and penetrating single-unit recordings. at a radially aligned site within layer 2/3. Waveform amContrast tuning showed a similarly high agreement beplitudes were on the average 2.1 times higher with penetween surface and penetrating recordings, with r ϭ trating recordings than with surface recordings, while 0.94 Ϯ 0.04 between half height contrast response of the mean RMS noise for surface (4.69 Ϯ 0.49) and penesurface and penetrating multi-unit and r ϭ 0.91 Ϯ 0.09 trating (4.81 Ϯ 0.38) recordings were statistically similar between half height contrast response of surface and (p Ͼ 0.16, t test). The receptive field positions and sizes penetrating single-unit recordings. based on reverse correlation were virtually identical (r ϭ Simultaneous cell responses to 116 natural scenes 0.96 Ϯ 0.05 between surface and multi-unit, r ϭ 0.93 Ϯ were also collected with radially aligned surface and penetrating electrodes. Figure 4A shows three examples 0.08 between surface and single unit) (Figures 2D-2F) . Using natural scenes, we assessed whether the falloff 5A). An equivalent representation of the same image is its Fourier representation, which defines the image in in response correlation between pairs of surface recording sites was different from that obtained between terms of its 2D spatial frequency components: each point defines the amplitude of a 2D sine wave of a spepairs of penetrating multi-unit or single-unit recordings ( Figure 4C ). The average correlation between surface cific orientation (angle) and spatial frequency (distance of the point from center) ( Figure 5D ). The overwhelming recording sites separated by 0.6 and 1.2 mm was r ϭ 0.65 Ϯ 0.05 and r ϭ 0.45 Ϯ 0.09, respectively. The finding majority of cells in the striate cortex respond to sine wave stimuli falling within different restricted ranges of that these values are very close to that obtained by individual flashed square stimuli (see Figure 2C ) is surorientations and spatial frequencies ( Figure 5B ). This means that each cell is sensitive to only a restricted prising, since it might be expected that because natural scenes have a different statistical structure (i.e., exarea of the Fourier domain, with a bell-shape weighting around the coordinates defined by the peak orientation tended contours and edges), the falloff in correlations Once we obtained the contrast components within receptive field of one or two recording sites (n ϭ 7 sites). We then tested how well the model predicted the the cells' classical receptive field, as well as orientation and spatial frequency tuning, we needed to select a responses to these stimuli. There was a high correlation between orientation (r ϭ 0.86 Ϯ 0.15), spatial frequency measurement that gives a good prediction of the cell's response when it is stimulated with the given contrast (r ϭ 0.89 Ϯ 0.17), and contrast tuning curves (r ϭ 0.87 Ϯ 0.11) obtained from the model and these measured recomponent. Since in our recordings the change of phase did not alter the responses, the energy model of complex sponses. Thus, the model reproduced the experimentally measured cell responses to simple sine wave gratcell responses was an appropriate model. The simplest approximate measure of energy in an image is the coning stimuli very well. trast of the image. We tested two contrasts, the Michelson contrast and the RMS contrast. Since the contrast Response to Natural Scenes at Individual and across Multiple Cortical Sites structures relevant to the ferret cortical cells were restricted to a narrow low-frequency band, the two meaEvoked cell activity was recorded simultaneously at all recording sites in response to flashed large-field images sures gave indistinguishable results from the point of view of our conclusions. For computational simplicity, of 116 natural scenes (n ϭ 5 animals). We first computed the correlation between measured and expected rewe present our results using the Michelson contrast. gion of the surround influencing responses within the be accounted for by differences in the global statistical properties of each image. If this were true, then it might classical receptive field.
We next investigated whether some of the variation be expected that responses at all cortical recording sites would be modulated up or down as a group by different in activity observed at individual recording sites could ceptive field sizes (p Ͼ 0.05, t test). Thus, after factoring out the differences in overall popuSince taking a weighted average is one form of lowlation activities due to global image properties, we found pass filtering the data, it is possible that the improved an increased, but still very modest, correlation between correlation is due to this filtering rather than to a true predicted and measured activity of cells. This modest correspondence between population activity and undercorrelation was not a result of random intertrial fluctualying contrast structure. This hypothesis was tested by tions at individual sites. This is demonstrated by the recomputing the correlation between the measured and small standard deviation of responses at each recording expected integrated population responses across all site compared to the differences in mean responses recording sites for each image, but now using the correseen between recording sites (Figures 6D and 6F) Figure 7E ). This result confirms that cell activity, ered that location ( Figure 7A ) and used the receptive distributed across retinotopically overlapping cortical field envelope to derive the weighted average of these sites, is statistically linked to the local contrast structure responses ( Figure 7B ). This procedure was carried out at of natural scenes. Results obtained using both voltage the receptive field centers of all simultaneously recorded thresholding and rectification/integration of surface recortical sites. This same method was applied for both corded signals were statistically indistinguishable (p Ͼ deriving the measured and expected population re-
0.05, t test) (Figures 7E and 7F). sponse, with the only difference being that in the first
To further explore the population code in visual cortex, case the measured cell responses were used as variwe extended the computation of retinotopically averables while in the second case the predicted model aged activity from using only the centers of the receptive responses were used. fields to all pixels lying within the aggregate region of Based on this approach, we computed the measured the image covered by all receptive fields ( Figure 7G ). and expected retinotopically integrated population reThe result of this extension is that we could compare a sponse at the center pixel of each site's receptive field full 2D retinotopic map of measured and expected activand derived a correlation measure for each image (Figity. 
High values in the expected response map indicate ures 7C and 7D). The degree of correlation between
points in the image where many strong contrast variameasured and expected retinotopic population retions could be found, whereas high values in the measponses was dramatically improved over the one-to-one sured response map indicate points where the mean correlation of measured and expected activity across response of retinotopically overlapping cells was very multiple recording sites (p Ͻ 0.001, t test) ( Figure 7E ). For strong. There was a high correlation between expected 81% of the images, measured and expected retinotopic and measured response maps across our full image set population responses were well correlated, with values ( Figure 7E ). This confirmed our finding at the centers of above r ϭ 0.7 ( Figure 7E ). This indicates that at each receptive fields that retinotopically integrated activity point in the visual field, the integrated activity of cells closely echoes the underlying local image contrast whose receptive fields overlap that point is closely restructure. To demonstrate this further, Figure 7G shows lated to the underlying local contrast structure, as repreresponse maps superimposed upon the original image sented by the magnitude of 2D spatial frequency energy that was used to obtain the predicted and measured falling within these cells ' 7E andF) . obtained using 2-to 6-fold larger receptive fields for Neural activity was simultaneously recorded across extended areas of primary visual cortex in response to natural scene images. We assessed the extent to which Lifetime Sparseness, Population Sparseness, and Dispersal of Cell Responses this activity conformed to expected activity based on the classical model of cell responses to sine wave grating For calculating lifetime and population sparseness, we used the formula proposed by Rolls and Tovee (1995) stimuli. Our results demonstrate several points that will be discussed as follows: (1) from the surface might also be expected to be very noisy The cortical surface recording technique we have desince it would possibly include action potentials arising scribed provides a robust method for high-density mapfrom axons of passage or dendrites that ramify in the ping of neuronal activity across exposed cortical revicinity of the recording site, we did not find this to be gions. This technique allows the recording of spatially true. localized cortical activity, with response properties simiWe propose that one reason for the high correlation lar to a layer 2/3 recording, without having to penetrate between results with surface and penetrating recording the brain. The method offers a distinct advantage over is due to the fact that the measures we used to describe the use of penetrating electrodes for mapping brain accell behavior (e.g., orientation tuning, spatial frequency tivity at high spatial and temporal resolution, since the tuning, receptive field size, responses to natural scenes) use of large numbers of penetrating electrodes will likely are overall characterizations of cell activity in the supercause significant damage to blood vessels and cortical ficial layers. Our results demonstrate that surface retissue. With some modifications, the technique also has cording has no noticeable effect on the quality of potential as a chronic recording method that is less measurements of these characteristics of local cell poptraumatic than traditional penetrating electrode techulations when compared to penetrating recordings. niques.
Using the standard description of receptive fields, orientation, spatial frequency, and contrast tuning, we Local Contrast Structure, Single-Cell Coding, and Population Coding found no significant differences between recorded activity on the surface compared to activity recorded with
We found no evidence that cell activity at individual recording sites directly encodes local contrast informapenetrating electrodes in layer 2/3. This might not be tion of natural scene stimuli even when we compensated Figure 7E ) excludes the possibility that simple averaging or lowpass filtering is responsible is a good indicator of a sparse-distributed representation that, in turn, suggests both metabolic efficiency for this improvement. Additionally, because the standard deviation of responses at each recording site is and efficient information coding for pattern storage and associative learning. small compared to the differences in mean responses between recording sites (see Figures 6D and 6F ), this Our method of assessing the efficiency of coding in the striate cortex benefits from using all three of the further excludes the possibility that the activity at individual sites is inherently noisy or unreliable and that aforementioned measurements. Furthermore, because our model generated the expected cell responses based averaging simply helps to restore the signal. While we do not yet know how to precisely interpret this cortical on real receptive field sizes, contrast functions, spatial frequency, and orientation preferences, it also avoids code, our results indicate that it is more complex than a linear coding of the local contrast energy within the the problems originating from arbitrary assumptions about these parameters. We emphasize that our meaclassical receptive field of individual cells. However, our results demonstrate that by integrating across retinosurements of sparseness and dispersal are based on multi-unit signals, whereas a precise assessment of topically neighboring recording sites, a significant degree of linearity is restored to the distributed representathese quantities would require clearly isolated singleunit measurements. In addition, there is no guarantee tion of natural scenes in primary visual cortex.
The Gabor filter model of V1 processing, which generthat our ad hoc set of natural images is unbiased in their correlations and they span the entire input space ates a multiscale representation of local spatial frequency and orientation components falling within cells' relevant for the cells. Nevertheless, we are able to derive meaningful conclusions from our data for two reasons. classical receptive fields, has been challenged on many levels. In this light, our study is a restoration of this First, collecting spike responses indiscriminately from multiple cells will have the effect of reducing sparseness original classical model claiming that relevant information for coding natural scenes is in the classical reon the average, creating a lower bound for the true sparseness values. Thus, while a low sparseness value ceptive field. This notion is bolstered by our finding that surround effects are not the main source of difference would not guarantee that the participating cells indeed have low sparseness, a high sparseness of multi-unit between local contrast energy and cell responses, but rather these differences are primarily produced by stimresponses is a good indicator of at least as high individual sparseness on average. Second, instead of emphauli directly within the classical receptive field. Thus, the main point of our departure from the classic view is that sizing absolute values, our conclusions are based on relative measures since we are comparing our recorded our results suggest that the local contrast energy in natural scenes is coded by population activity distribvalues to those expected from our linear filter model. Thus, we expect that biases introduced by our data set uted across retinotopically overlapping cortical sites, not at individual cortical locations. The high correlation affect the recorded and expected values equally. Based on our measurements, we found that cells in between the weighted average response of retinotopically overlapping recording sites and the local contrast the primary visual cortex of the ferret are functioning highly efficiently. The mean lifetime sparseness of meastructure of natural scenes means that any cell in higher visual cortical areas can extract this contrast information sured responses to natural scenes was 0.51 compared to 0.12 for the mean sparseness of expected values, in a biologically plausible way if necessary. and six spatial frequencies were used. The spatial frequencies were A 0.0125 mm tungsten wire was used as a differential electrode. determined during each experiment to span the minimum to maxiWires were connected to 18 inch shielded miniature coaxial cables mum spatial frequency tuning of all recorded sites. During a single that terminated in a 16 channel amplifier module. Each row of 15 trial, each grating was presented in random order at two phases electrodes plus differential was connected to a separate amplifier shifted by 90Њ. All combinations of orientations, spatial frequencies, module. Amplifiers provided a gain of 10,000. Two-stage RC circuits phases, and contrasts were presented for a total of 432 stimuli. Six bandpass filtered the signal between 600 and 6000 Hz. The voltage to ten trials were averaged. output from each electrode amplifier was digitized at a 10 kHz/ Due to time constraints, it was impractical to present the full channel sampling rate using a 64 channel data acquisition card stimulus set at each recording site restricted to the classical re-(National Instruments) running under LABVIEW (National Instruceptive field. However, the following procedure was carried out that ments) and Windows NT.
closely provided this information. Previous studies have demonTwo methods were used for quantifying the neural activity signal strated that cell responses are suppressed (Walker et al., 2000) , obtained from surface recordings. In the first method, multi-unit uniformly without altering the overall shape or peak of the orientation spike waveforms were extracted from the digitized raw signal by tuning curve (Sillito et al., 1995) , as a grating is incrementally exmeasuring the standard deviation of the noise on each channel panded beyond the classical receptive field. Therefore, we deterseparately and then setting a voltage detection threshold at 4.0 to mined the peak response at each site to the optimal high contrast 4.5 times this value. In the second method, the absolute value of the orientation/spatial frequency grating masked to the receptive field. recorded signal was obtained, and the resulting full-wave rectified Six to eight trials were averaged for the masked optimal grating signal was integrated. All results described in the paper were obpresented at each site. We then scaled the orientation tuning curves tained using voltage-thesholded surface recorded signals unless obtained from the full set of 432 grating stimuli (covering the aggreotherwise specified.
gate visual area of all RFs) by the peak response to the optimal Excess fluid was dried from the cortical surface and checked high-contrast orientation/spatial frequency grating masked to the every 15 to 30 min for buildup. If necessary, the cortical surface receptive field, divided by the peak response to the same optimal was sprayed with saline to keep it moist. Stable recordings were orientation/spatial frequency grating that covered the aggregate maintained for up to 14 hr. visual area of all receptive fields. This produced at each site a set of orientation tuning curves that were scaled to the appropriate Animal Preparation response amplitude if the gratings had been masked to the classical All experimental procedures were approved by the University of Rochester Animal Care and Use Committee. Anesthetized, parareceptive field.
